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 Today, the exploitation of energy leads to renewable energy. One of the renewable energy 
is water flow energy. The Savonius Hydro Turbine is a type of water turbine which is 
suitable for low flowing velocity. One method for increasing the performance of the 
Savonius Turbine is by using a deflector. This study aims to see the effect of using a 
deflector on the Savonius Hydro Turbine's performance. The methodology used in this 
research is testing with variations in the number of turbine blades and deflector angle. 
The number of turbine blades used was two, three, and four blades, while the deflector 
angles used were 0°, 20°, 40°, 60°, and 80°. The result shows that using a deflector angle 
of 80° make turbine inlet flow is better. From the three blades Savonius Hydro Turbine, 
The best performance is obtained on 80° deflector angle with power  0.154 Watt and 
coefficient of power 0.132. 
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1. BACKGROUND  
The potential for renewable energy that we can use from 
our nature is abundant, like a stream of water, wind, and 
sunlight. This research focuses on the utilization of 
energy from the water flow. Water's choice as an energy 
source is because water is relatively present in every 
corner of Indonesia, chiefly Kalimantan Island[1]. a 
water turbine is using to extract the water stream's 
energy. 

River current energy conversion systems (RCECS) 
are electromechanical energy converters that convert 
river water's kinetic energy into other usable forms of 
energy[2]. The Savonius Turbine is One type of turbine 
which is suitable for low flow velocity. Sigurd Johannes 
Savonius first introduced the Savonius Turbine from 
Finland in 1922. This turbine has advantages because of 
its simple construction[3]. The Savonius Turbine is a 
Vertical Axis Wind Turbine (VAWT) which is suitable for 
providing small electrical power, for example, for 
powering electronic devices, charging cell phones, or 

lighting [4,5].  Initially, the Savonius turbine was used 
for wind energy utilization and also can be used for 
water flow[6]. Figure 1 shows the Savonius Hydro 
Turbine. 

 

 
Figure 1. Savonius Hydro Turbine 
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The Savonius Turbine has a simple design, low 
operating speed, and can operate for any direction of the 
wind but has low efficiency and high negative torque[7]. 
The efficiency of conventional Savonius wind rotor is 
around 15%[8]. Investigation of the Savonius Turbine 
with a variation of the number of blades shows that the 
best performance is a turbine with three blades [9,10]. 
Modification blades for inside pipe application show 
improvement performance until five blades[11]. Many 
studies were done to increase the performance of the 
Savonius Turbine. Hadi et al.[12] investigated the effect 
of twisted semicircular blades of horizontal axis 
Savonius Hydro Turbine and show performance 
improvement compared with conventional blades, and 
by adding endplates[13] can also improve the efficiency.   

Savonius turbines are a type of turbine called drag-
type rotors[14]. The Savonius Hydro Turbine rotates 
because of the difference in drag on the blades[15,16]. 
Figure 2 shows that the water flow on the concave side 
of the turbine blade provides a more significant drag 
than the other blades so that the turbine rotates 
clockwise. The convex part of the other blade or 
returning blade moves in the opposite direction of flow, 
causing negative torque opposite the turbine rotation. 

 

 
Figure 2. Savonius Hydro Turbine 

 
For preventing the negative torque opposite the rotor 

rotation, curtain arrangement, or obstacle shielding was 
placed in front of the returning blade that shows 
increasing efficiency of Savonius Wind Turbine. A new 
metamodel-based optimization approach to determine 
the optimal shape of the deflector plates for vertical axis 
Savonius Wind Turbine was presented by Storti et 
al.[17]. Investigation place a deflector (Fig.3) in front of 
returning blade Savonius Hydro Turbine both on the 
vertical axis and on the horizontal axis. Several 
configurations of deflector show performance 
improvement compared to without deflector 
plate[18,19].  

 

 
Figure 3. Savonius Hydro Turbine deflector 

 
Another study, similar using a ducted nozzle as a 

deflector. A nozzle was made with a small section right 
in front of the concave turbine blade.  

In this research, we use numerical simulation 
methods with variations in the nozzle inlet and outlet 
width ratio. The simulation results show that the 
increase in the power coefficient is 78% compared to the 
conventional modified rotor. In other cases, Thakur et al. 
[20]  do CFD simulation using an impinging jet duct 
design to increase the Savonius Hydro Turbine's 
performance. Like that case, Antar et al. [21] made an 
optimal casing for Savonius Wind Turbine.  

 
2. METHODOLOGY  
Figure 4 shows The method used in this research. A 
literature review was conducted to see the studies that 
have been carried out before.  
 

 

Figure 4. Research Flowchart 

 

 

Figure 5. Savonius Hydro Turbine: (a) two blades; 
(b) three blades; (c) four blades 

 
Based on the literature review results, the variations 

that will be carried out in the study were selected. This 
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study used variations in the number of turbine blades, 
two, three, and four, as shown in Figure 5, and using a 
variation of the angle (α) of the deflector plate shown in 
Figure 3. Variations of the deflector angle are 0°, 20°, 
40°, 60°, and 80°. The length of the side of the angle (α) 
is kept constant, which is 6 cm, while the front side and 
hypotenuse side vary depending on the angle (α) used.  

The dimensions of the Savonius Hydro Turbine used 
are in Table 1. 

 
Table 1. Turbine Dimensions 

No. Parameter Symbol Value Unit 

1 Turbine Diameter D 10 cm 
2 Blade Diameter  d 4.2 cm 
3 Turbine Height H 10 cm 

 

Savonius Hydro Turbine testing apparatus as follow. 
1. Water reservoir 
2. Penstock/runner 
3. Turbine and Prony Brake pedestal 
4. Savonius Turbine 
5. Deflector 
6. Prony Brake 
 

 
Figure 6. Testing Installation 

 
The research was carried out using a water flow rate 

of 6 ls-1. Turbine rotation is measured using a 
tachometer, while the torque generated by the turbine is 
obtained using a prony brake. It weighs on the prony 
brake measured with a digital scale with a maximum 
measurement of 200 grams and an accuracy of 0.01 
grams. The amount of mechanical power (P) was 
obtained from the product of Torque (T) and angular 
velocity (ω) as in equation 1. 
 

                        (1) 

 
The power coefficient (Cp) is the ratio between the 

amount of mechanical power generated by the turbine 
divided by the potential power contained in the flow, 
mathematically written in equation 2 with ρ is the 
density of the fluid. A is a crosssection of the flow, and v 
is flow velocity. 

                        (2) 

 
Another parameter used for data analysis is the Tip 

Speed Ratio (TSR), which is the ratio between the linear 
velocity at the tip blade divided by fluid flow velocity. 
The next step in this research is to analyze the test 
results and conclude that relevant to the results. 
 
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
3.1. Two Blades 
The results of the two blades Savonius Hydro Turbine 
test are showing in Figure 7, the relationship between 
TSR and power coefficient (Cp) with deflector angle (α) 
variations[22].  The graph shows that using a deflector 
increases the power coefficient of a two blades Savonius 
Turbine compared to without a deflector. 
 

 
Figure 7. Relationship TSR and Power Coefficient 

(Cp) of two blades Savonius Hydro Turbine 

 
Table 2 shows the maximum power coefficient for 

each variation from the experiment. The highest power 
without a deflector is around 0.027 Watt, a large 
increase to an average of 0.125 Watt with using a 
deflector. The use of this deflector is proven to reduce 
the flow drag on the turbine rotation. Based on the test 
results with the conditions described previously, the 
difference in power for each deflector angle variation for 
the two blades Savonius Hydro Turbine is not too large. 
The highest power is at an angle of 0° of 0.129 Watt, and 
the lowest power is using a deflector with an angle of 
40°, which is 0.119 Watt or a difference of 8% from the 
lowest value. 

 

Table 2. Power Coefficient of two blades 
Savonius Hydro Turbine 

No. Variation Cpmax 
Power 
(Watt) 

1 Without Deflector 0.023 0.027 
2 Deflector 0° 0.129 0.151 
3 Deflector 20° 0.125 0.146 
4 Deflector 40° 0.119 0.139 
5 Deflector 60° 0.125 0.146 
6 Deflector 80° 0.127 0.148 

 
Figure 8 shows streamflow two blades Savonius 

Hydro Turbine. Figure 8a shows the turbine without 
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using a deflector. The convex side of the turbine must 
oppose the water flow. As a result, the power received 
on the blade's concave side is used partly on the blade 
that rotates against the current, causing the power 
produced by the turbine to below. The deflector is used 
to direct the flow from the side of the blade that rotates 
against the current to the part that rotates in the flow 
direction. This method reduces the power of the turbine 
itself due to the blade rotating against the current. 

 

a) 

 

b) 

 

c) 

 

d) 

 

e) 

 

f) 

 

Figure 8. Streamflow two blades Savonius Hydro 
Turbine : (a)Without deflector; (b)Deflector 

0°;(c)Deflector 20°; (d)Deflector 40°; (e)Deflector 60°; 
(f)Deflector 80° 

 

However, adding a deflector for the conditions as in 
this test affects the flow conditions in front of the 
turbine. The flow hitting the deflector will create a back 
wave, which disrupts the water flow due to the flow 
momentum before hitting the deflector.  We can see that 
the flow hitting the deflector at the 0° deflector slightly 
still interferes with the flow that will hit the blade. 
Things start to be different with deflectors with an angle 
of 20°, 40°, and 60°. At these three angles, the main flow 
that will lead to the turbine blade begins to be disturbed 
by the back wave from the water flow hitting the 
deflector and the turbine movement, as shown in Figure 
8. As a result of the waves that are opposite to this flow's 
direction, the kinetic energy of the flow that will hit the 
blade diminishes. Based on the test data, there is a 
decrease in power at these three deflector angles 
compared to the 0° angle. 

The deflector with an angle of 80° indicates the 
increase in the power of the turbine. Based on Figure 8, 
the flow at this angle tends to be more stable than the 
angle deflector of 20°, 40°, and 60°. The deflector with 
an angle of 80° with a long shape and sharp angle is in 
front of the flow. So that the flow hitting the deflector 
tends to be deflected according to the direction of flow. 
In contrast to 20°, 40°, and 60° angle deflectors with 
poor shape, this deflector's longer shape provides an 
opportunity for the flow to stabilize the flow streamline 
due to changes in the flow cross-section. The flow view 
at an 80° angle deflector shows no fluid movement 
against the direction of flow. This condition causes the 
turbine to receive a maximum flow of kinetic energy. 

 

3.2 Three Blades 
The three blades Savonius Hydro Turbine test results 
show in Figure 9, the relationship between TSR and 
power coefficient (Cp) with deflector angle (α) 
variations. The results are similar to the two blades 
Savonius Turbine; there is an increase in power using a 
deflector compared to without a deflector. 
 

 

Figure 9. Relationship TSR and power coefficient of 
three blades Savonius Hydro Turbine 

 
Testing the three blades Savonius Hydro Turbine 

using a deflector shows the highest power and power 
coefficient lies at the deflector angle of 80°, which is 
0.154 Watt and 0.132. However, the difference is tiny 
compared to others, as can be seen in Table 3. Testing 
the three blades, Savonius Hydro Turbine also shows the 
same tendency as the two blades, the power decrease at 
the deflector angle of 20°, 40°, and 60°. 
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Figure 10 shows the same phenomenon as the two 
blades Savonius Hydro Turbine. There is a disturbance 
to the deflector's flow at angles 20°, 40°, and 60°, due to 
massive changes in the cross-section[23]. The flow 
deflected by the deflector creates a flow wave against 
the direction of the flow so that it can reduce the kinetic 
energy of the flow that will rotate the turbine. With an 
angle of 80 °, the deflector's flow view shows that the 
streamlines do not block each other as at the three 
angles mentioned before to have better power and 
power coefficient. 

Table 3. Power Coefficient of three blades 
Savonius Hydro Turbine 

No. Variation Cpmax 
Power 
(Watt) 

1 Without Deflector 0.006 0.007 
2 Deflector 0° 0.131 0.153 
3 Deflector 20° 0.127 0.148 
3 Deflector 40° 0.124 0.144 
3 Deflector 60° 0.116 0.136 
3 Deflector 80° 0.132 0.154 
 

a) 

 

b) 

 

c) 

 

d) 

 

e) 

 
Figure 10. Streamflow three blades Savonius 

Hydro Turbine with a deflector : (a)Deflector 0°; 
(b)Deflector 20°;(c)Deflector 40°;(d)Deflector 60°; 

(e)Deflector 80° 
 
3.3 Four Blades 

The four blades Savonius Turbine test results are shown 
in Figure 11, the relationship between TSR and power 
coefficient (Cp) with deflector angle (α) variations. 
 

 

Figure 11. Relationship TSR and Power Coefficient 
(Cp) of four blades Savonius turbine 

 

a) 

 

b) 

 

c) 

 

d) 

 

e) 

 

Figure 12. Streamflow four blades Savonius Hydro 
Turbine with a deflector : (a)Deflector 0°; (b)Deflector 

20°; (c)Deflector 40°; (d)Deflector 60°; (e)Deflector 
80° 

 
The results were similar to two and three blades; the 

turbine power coefficient increases using the deflector.  
Table 4 shows the turbine power increased from 0.004 
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Watt without a deflector to an average of 0.11 Watt in 
the presence of a deflector. 

 
Table 4. Power Coefficient of four blades 

Savonius Hydro Turbine 

No. Variation 
Cpmax 

 
Power 
(Watt) 

1 Without Deflector 0.004 0.004 
2 Deflector 0° 0.102 0.119 
3 Deflector 20° 0.098 0.114 
3 Deflector 40° 0.087 0.102 
3 Deflector 60° 0.086 0.100 
3 Deflector 80° 0.100 0.117 

 
The deflector angle variation test for two, three, and 

four-blade Savonius Hydro Turbines also shows the 
same trend. The difference between the highest and 
lowest power in the Savonius Hydro Turbine with a 
variation of the deflector angle is also not too large, 
namely 0.019 Watt. There is a slight decrease in power 
at deflector angles of 20°, 40°, and 60° due to changes in 
the flow cross-section as previously described. Figure 12 
shows the flow pattern in front of a four blades Savonius 
Hydro Turbine with several deflector angles. 

In this research, the highest power and power 
coefficient are on the three blades with a deflector angle 
of 80°, which is 0.154 Watt and 0.132. The second 
position is in the Savonius Hydro Turbine with two 
blades with a small difference in value compared to 
three blades, respectively 0.151 Watt and 0.129. The 
Savonius Hydro Turbine with four blades has the lowest 
power and power coefficient, 0.119 Watt, and 0.102. 

 
4. CONCLUSIONS 
Utilization of a deflector at the inlet turbine can increase 
the performance of the Savonius Hydro Turbine. The 
deflector angle influences turbine performance. The use 
of a deflector angle of 80° indicates better turbine inflow 
conditioning. Three blades configuration has higher 
power than the two and four blades Savonius Hydro 
Turbine. The best performance of the variation in the 
number of blades and deflector angle is the Savonius 
Hydro Turbine with several three blades with a deflector 
angle of 80°, with a power of 0.154 Watt and a power 
coefficient of 0.132. 
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